Interesting Questions

Rotten Tomatoes (rottentomatoes.com) and IMDB.com have different rating systems: Rotten Tomatoes has ratings based on critics reviews and IMDB has ratings based on user reviews. Some interesting questions are:

1. What is the most favored movie by critics but the least favored movie by users? What are the most favored movies by users and the least favored movie by critics?
2. What are the top 10 favorite movies by both critics and users?
3. Since my friend tends to favor the genres of comedy and action flicks but gets very antsy if the movie gets too long, what is the highest rated comedy or action film that is less than two hours?
4. Personally, I have enjoyed movies by certain actors. What movies star Edward Norton, Leonardo DiCaprio, Ben Foster, and Christian Bale?
5. What is the oldest movie I have recommended to my friend that deals with romance or horror?